
Congratulations with the purchase of your Ruby Decor fire 
 
In order to enjoy your surround the most, we herewith give you some suggestions and 
directions for placing and maintaining your surround. 
 
Maintenance of the surround 
 
Pine-, oak-, cherry-, mdf wood and fossilstone surrounds 
Pine-, oak-, cherry-, mdf wood and fossilstone surrounds (veneer and massive), that are 
finished with a standard varnish, can be dusted off with a duster. It is possible to use a damp 
cloth, but afterwards use a dry cloth. Remove fluids that are spilt on the surround 
immediately, or within 15-30 minutes. 
 
Surrounds that are finished with (colonial) wax, can be touched up with bee-wax. 
 
Massive wooden surrounds with an oil finish can be cleared up with a dry cloth, or if 
necessary, with hand-warm water. In general it is advised to remove spilt fluids immediately. 
In order to maintain the warm, natural shine and to protect the wood as much as possible, 
the surround needs to be treated with furniture oil regularly. 
 
Never use corrosive or abrasive cleaning products. These can damage your surround. 
 
Sandstone and castle stone surrounds 
Mdf surrounds with a sandstone finish and castle stone surrounds can best be cleaned with a 
feather duster or the furniture brush of a vacuum cleaner. We do not advise you to use a 
duster as fibres of the duster will stick to the surround. Special cleansers for plaster can also 
be useful for cleaning the sandstone and castle stone surrounds. 
 
Stainless steel surrounds 
Stainless steel surrounds can be cleaned with a soft, dry piece of cloth or with soapy water. It 
can also be rubbed with a special cleanser for stainless steel. 
 
Humidity 
Make sure that the humidity in the house is right. When the humidity is kept between 40% 
and 60%, it prevents the surround from bending and splitting. 
 
Objects on the surround 
In order to prevent small damages of the surround, it is important not to place hot, heavy, wet 
or sharp objects directly on the surround. It is best to use coasters. 
 
It is better not to place candle holders on the surround as candle-grease is difficult to remove 
and can damage the surround. 
 
Warning: a vase filled with water can cause rings and stains on the surround. Make sure to 
use a coaster. 






